Locke Historic District, California
Joe Shoong School (3), interior
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Locke Historic District, California
Dai Loy Gambling House (22),
east side, Main Street
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Locke Historic District, California
Star Theatre (9), River Road side
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Locke Historic District, California
Yuen Chong Market (4,5),
River Road facade
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Locke Historic District, California
Dai Loy Gambling House, interior showing games
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Looking south along Main Street from Locke Road, Joe Shoong School (3) to right
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Locke Historic District, California
Tin Sin Chan Store, northeast corner, River and Levee Roads
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Locke Historic District, California
Al's Place (24)
Main Street, east side
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Locke Historic District, California
Buildings 6-9 (River Road side),
Star Theater (9), to right
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Locke Historic District, California
Al’s Place (24), interior
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